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OLD WORCESTE R GARDE S 

Read before the Worcester Historical Society by 
Dr. Albert Farnsworth, May 12, 1933 

Many years ago Ferrero, the leading modern Italian historian, 
wrote a book comparing the United States with ancient Rome. 
Great cities caused the fall of the Roman Empire, and because we 
are the more concerned with great cities than with country life he 
foresees a similar fate for the United States. It is true, of course, 
that the possession of a home and a garden is a very steadying 
force in the life of every fortunate owner. Working a garden has 
a sedative effect; with your feet in the soil your head is certain to 
be reasonably clear. Knowledge is born of the sidewalk; wisdom, 
of the soil. Where sidewalks end life begins. A nation's advance
ment is not recorded in feats of arms, but on green hillsides covered 
with grazing herds; in the waving of golden grain at harvest time; 
and in the curling smoke that rises from a thousand happy rural 
:firesides like incense to the heavens. The possession of a garden 
by every citizen of the United States would solve many of the trou
bles of this fretful age. 

By a garden I mean more than a plot of ground devoted to grow
ing fruits and flowers. Open spaces where the eye may gaze off to 
distant hills; where Nature, undisturbed, works miracles with trees 
and flowers and brooks. In such environment man finds the spirit
ual repose, stillness, refreshment, and delight so necessary for a 
troubled soul. In such places God reveals Himself-not on Forty
second Street or in crowded tenements. In such environment poets 
have found their greatest inspiration and have produced some of 
their finest works. The artist, too, has ever found subjects for his 
brush, and the master composer, Beethoven, found his inspiration 
for his wonderful sixth symphony in the untrammeled paths of 
woodland with Nature his only companion. Vying with this musi
cal poem are the pastoral poems of Theocritus, so ardent, so deli
cate, so full of flowers and birds, and sprayed with the music of 
fountains. Read him and win more ease than can be bought with 
gold. The gentle Vergil, too, has forever cast a spell over fields 
and woods and gardens. "What makes a cornfield smile1 What 
star suits best for turning up the soil and marrying the vine to the 
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elm? What is the best method of breeding cattle and what weight 
of men's experience preserves the frugal commonwealth of the 
beesY" Vergil thus considered the husbandman's lot the happiest. 

Thomas Edward Brown well expresses this same satisfaction 
from a garden in his lines : 

"My garden is a lovesome thing, God wot! 
Rose plot, fringed pool, fern grot, 
The veriest school of Peace and yet the fool 
Contends that God is not,-
Not God in gardens 1 when the sun is cool? 
Nay, but I have a sign! 
'Tis very sure God walks in mine. '' 

Being a past-minded man I love to live in other days and in 
different scenes. Might I choose I would live in the Golden Age 
of Pericles or in the Age of the Antonines, or better in the golden 
age of Worcester, that period from 1830 to 1860. I am sure my 
grandsire Adam would approve my choice for in those days W or
cester was a veritable Eden recreated. Old letters, diaries, and 
newspapers of that period all reflect the leisurely and tranquil lives 
of the people. Those men and women whose long life spanned the 
Old and New Worcester have confided to me the joy of living in 
this age. Some of these have recently passed beyond and their 
words already have the sanctity and dignity of the departed. 

This was an age of transition. The hoof, sail, and handicraft age 
was slowly yielding to the railroad, steamboat, and manufacturing. 
The small, homogeneous and agricultural village was giving way 
slowly but surely to a large, heterogeneous, manufacturing city. To 
many people change is synonymous with progress, as though going 
forward were necessarily advancing. But the past-minded man is 
led to reflect that swifter transportation has led to enormous loss 
of life, that the tempo of modern life has led to nervous disorders 
unknown to earlier generations. Our supposed gains may in the 
end wreck our civilization. 

It was an age of great men. I doubt if any town in America, 
before or since, can boast of as large a number of really first-class 
minds as were living in the Worcester of this period. Call the 
roll : Levi Lincoln, 2nd, many times Governor of Massachusetts and 
the first Mayor of Worcester; Isaac Davis, lawyer and philanthro-
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pist; John Milton Earle, talented horticulturist; Stephen Salis
bury, the 2nd, benefactor of his native city; Clarendon Harris, 
Secretary of the State Mutual Life Assurance Company, book lover, 
horticulturist and the friend of man, whose very presence was a 
benediction; Dr. John Green, founder of our Public Library; Dr. 
Samuel Woodward, head of the mental hospital; William T. Merri
field, manufacturer; Ginery Twichell of stagecoach fame ; S. H. 
Colton, horticulturist; Daniel Waldo Lincoln, lover of plants, and 
his brother Edward, who founded our park system; Charles Allen, 
great lawyer, and founder of the Free Soil Party in Massachusetts; 
and there were many others. 

In 1829 Clarendon Harris compiled our first directory and drew 
a map of Worcester. With the exception of Pleasant Street there 
were no streets extending over the western hills. When Levi Lin
coln, 2nd, built his mansion on Elm Street in 1835 his fellow-towns
men were surprised that he chose to live so far out of town. Main 
Street and Lincoln Street were then lined with splendid interlacing 
elms, chestnut, and sycamore trees. 

The ladies shopped in Barnard's for their spring gowns, bought 
their jewelry at Corbett's, the "best seller" at Harris 's bookstore, 
and purchased their groceries at the Old Green Store. Small boys 
delighted to watch the "Lady Carrington" towed up the Black
stone canal to discharge a cargo of slate and grain at the Central 
Street basin. Worcester's most famous locomotive, the "Lion," 
puffed and snorted in the Foster Street depot impatient to return 
to Boston. Ginery Twichell 's stagecoach lines still did a thriving 
business. It was a slow-moving, dignified, hospitable, and cultured 
community. 

It was an age when as the late Mr. Waldo Lincoln told me 
'' everybody had a garden.'' The interest in horticulture was great 
as was indicated by the fact that at this time, about 1840, the Hor
ticultural Society was organized. In variety, display, beauty, and 
number of exhibitors, in proportion to the population its exhibitions 
excelled those of today. On September 26 and 27 of that year an 
exhibition of the Society was held in the Waldo Block. The hall 
was thronged both days. Dahlias and asters were shown in pro
fusion. Mr. Salisbury contributed; 1\fr. William T. Merrifield ex
hibited a large number of potted plants; Mr. J. M. Earle exhibited 
twenty-nine varieties of pears, six of plums, eight of peaches, besides 
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grapes and small fruits. These men knew the joy of chatting over 
the fence with a neighbor and exchanging views of gardening as 
they rested on their hoes, and appreciated the fact that a home is 
only half a home without a garden. 

It is no accident that the loveliest of books on gardens, '' Old 
Time Gardens, '' was written by a Worcester woman, Mrs. Alice 
Morse Earle. She was born of a flower-loving father and mother. 
Her earliest associations were among the flowers and growing 
things. She lived in a community where '' everybody had a garden.'' 

And what were these gardens~ Were they formal as many of 
ours are today? What furnishings did they have? Were they 
fenced in~ What grew there~ What was their purpose~ Were 
they merely decorative~ Did they merely form a hobby for a bored, 
world-weary life~ Certainly no one who recalls the bobbing sun
bonnet of the grandmother as she picked the luscious ruby rasp
berries in the hot summer sun and carried them carefully so that 
they should not become bruised, to the great kitchen where they 
were changed into delicious drinks of raspberry shrub and vinegar, 
into jellies and preserves, can believe it was only for a hobby these 
gardens grew. No, they were twofold, and even in the more fa
vored home the economic value of the garden was no small factor in 
its favor. Each home supplied its own larder to a very large extent, 
and vegetables and fruits were dried, preserved, or kept in cool 
cellars for winter use, and the delightful fragrance of lily and rose 
blended with that of thyme, tansy, and clove, for much of the 
kitchen savories grew among the flowers. Each housewife dried 
her own lavender that sweetly scented her household linens. Beau
tiful lilac, forsythia, spirea, and syringa hedges shielded the un
sightly poultry yard which though unsightly was a very necessary 
part of each household. Even the huge weeping willow, standing 
shield near the lovely old colonial doorway, not only furnished 
shade and beauty but offered its huge arms to hold the rope for 
the swing where happy children swayed to the rhythm of its 
branches. 

Old-fashioned gardens best describes them. They possessed a 
homey atmosphere. These Worcester gardens were all enclosed, 
shut in with high green hedges and vine-covered fences. Perhaps 
this seems selfish, but is not a garden for friends only~ People do 
not know what they lose when they make way with the reserve, the 
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separateness, the sanctity of the garden of their grandmother. It is 
like writing down family secrets for anyone to read; it is like hav
ing everybody call you by your first name, or sitting in anyone's 
pew in church. How cozy and inviting was the garden of An
thony Chase on Nobility Hill after you had closed the wicket gate 
behind you! Even the front yard had an added charm because it 
was enclosed. The picture which our society owns of Frederick 
Paine and his wife standing beneath a bower of roses over the 
front doorway of the ''Oaks'' with beds of larkspur, phlox, Canter
bury bells, foxglove, lemon verbena, primroses, dahlia, cinnamon 
pinks, and cornflower growing in sweet confusion running on either 
side of the house, presents a picture of contentment, peace and 
intimacy, of reserve and sanctity which is truly delightful. No one 
dashed in here and unceremoniously opened the door. No,. the 
visitor opened and closed the gate very carefully, then knocked 
three times slowly with the heavy brass knocker. Mr. Paine greeted 
his caller with old-fashioned courtesy and ushered him into the 
parlor where from the southern window stretched the gardens nota
ble for beauty, novelty, and variety of fruits and flowers. Mr. 
Paine's neighbor, Mr. William A. Wheeler, also owned a fine gar
den wherein he specialized in the growing of dahlias. In 1855 he 
exhibited eighty-three varieties of potted plants. But this leads 
to the fact that a considerable number of gardeners of this period 
built large and decorative greenhouses. Isaac Davis built one at 
his home on Nobility Hill; S. H. Colton, John Milton Earle, and 
Daniel Waldo Lincoln each had very attractive greenhouses, and 
Mr. Lincoln's must have been a very large one for in it he grew 
many aquatic plants. l\fr. Benjamin F. Thomas wrote in 1874: 
"With all the growth in Worcester in wealth and culture there are 
no such gardens now as were those of William Lincoln, Frederick 
W. Paine and William A. Wheeler.'' 

Why do we emphasize the gardens of this period 1 There are 
many beautiful gardens in Worcester today and a number of gar
den clubs, all very active and enthusiastic. But if you will investi
gate you will find the revival of interest in gardens very recent ; and 
the tenseness of the modern age has driven man to look for that 
which will relieve somewhat the strain under which he conducts his 
business, and so the modern garden has developed to some extent 
as a hobby. But the gardens of Frederick Paine's day had another 
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value. I find no evidence of an independent fruit dealer in Wor
cester until near the Civil War period when Edwin Fawcett built 
a store and opened a fruit business near the home of Isaac Davis 
on Nobility Hill. Therefore we are not surprised that Isaac Davis 
should attempt to raise lemons and oranges under glass and be 
successful, too, as we are informed, nor that large and small fruits 
were grown on a large scale. There was then no western or south
ern competition in grapes, apples, peaches, pears, plums : each man 
raised his own fruits and, as elsewhere stated, each housewife filled 
her shelves with dried and preserved fruits for winter use, and 
grape juice, mint julep and raspberry vinegar took the place of 
ginger ale and present-day soda waters. The pride which was taken 
in the production of fruits is evidenced by the record that Mr. 
W. A. Wheeler exhibited eighty-six varieties of pears at the Horti
cultural Society in 1855; John Milton Earle exhibited one hundred 
and eleven, and Daniel Waldo Lincoln in 1857 exhibited two hun
dred varieties. There was friendly rivalry thus revealed, and a 
few of the varieties were the St. Michael, Iron, Dix, Burnett, '\Vash
ington, Seckel, Sheldon, and Fulton. Earle's Bergamot is a monu
ment to his skill as a horticulturist. 

While the economic value of the gardens of this period must be 
stressed, it is interesting to note that the charm which spread itself 
over all this period from almost every angle is not born alone in 
our imagination as distance lends enchantment to the scene. Life 
moved slowly as we have said and there was time for the little 
courtesies, the little flourishes, the attention to detail which though 
not absolutely necessary add beauty and finesse to all its transac
tions. So the gardener, definitely concerned with the practical, yet 
had time for the beautiful; and the lovely old-fashioned gardens 
which we strive so hard to imitate were not the hit-and-miss affairs 
we sometimes think. They were the product of loving care, much 
thought and labor. Nobility Hill, to which I have previously re
ferred, was the location of the village's aristocrats,. and extended 
from a point opposite the present site of Senator Hoar's statue 
southerly to Austin Street. It was similar in appearance to our 
Court Hill, and on its ridge, running north to south, stood the 
Isaac Davis house, the Chandler-Barton mansion, Dr. Joseph Sar
gent's, then the home of Anthony Chase. The George T. Rice 
house occupied the southwesterly corner of Main and Chatham 
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Street (then called Corbett Street). John l\filton Earle lived next 
door south, and just beyond where Nobility Hill ended, Samuel H. 
Colton lived. These homes all had very beautiful gardens, but to 
describe them in detail would be wearisome, for, after all, they were 
quite similar, particularly in kind of flower and vine and shrub. 
In the minds of these earlier residents of our fair city the wild 
flowers held a kindly place for the late Miss Frances Morse told me 
that she remembered picking buttercups and daisies on the front 
lawn of the Anthony Chase estate, showing that primal nature was 
not sacrificed for a trim artificial green lawn. I would like, how
ever, to describe for you two gardens of the times. Mr. John Milton 
Earle wa born on a farm in Leicester, Mass., and lived on Nobility 
Hill from 1840 to 1867. Horticulture with him was a passion and 
from childhood he had associated with growing things. His estate 
contained nearly an acre and Miss Jeanie Lea Southwick lived with 
her grandfather, Mr. Earle, from 1857 to 1861. With her permis
sion I am going to let her tell her own story of this garden. To 
quote Miss Southwick: 

"Near the barn were small fruit bushes: currant, gooseberries, 
white and black thimbleberries. In my grandmother's recipe book, 
made in Nantucket in 1819 when she was preparing for her marriage 
and coming to Worcester, is a recipe for making currant wine, and 
one of the delightful days every summer of my childhood was in 
helping to pick the currants to make into jelly and wine ;-wash
tubs filled with the fruit, two or three bushels, with Aunt Cynthia, 
the colored cook, squeezing and crushing and pressing; and a row 
of large bags hanging up to drip the juice. Scattered through this 
garden were fruit trees galore, especially pears. Mr. Earle very 
early began importing the trees himself, and when it came to bulbs 
he imported every bulb he ever heard of. There were also peach, 
plum, apple and quince trees planted here and there where there 
was an available spot. The books concerning many of these im
ported bulbs and trees were written in French, and John Milton 
Earle taught himself French so that he could read them. It was 
something of a trial to my schoolday French to be called upon to 
translate technical botanical descriptions of plants. In 1856 The 
Flower Garden, or Breck 's Book of Flowers, was published, and 
this Mr. Earle seized with alacrity and I think wanted every bulb 
and flower that was new to him to grow in his garden. This book 
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was given to me and after seventy-six years I can say that I know 
of no other book today of this particular kind that I would ex
change it for. When we moved out to Home Street, one of its ad
vantages was that there was land for a larger garden. John Milton 
Earle brought from the Nobility Hill garden many plants, and 
after sixty years I still have blossoming in my garden, fritillaria, 
crown imperial, a small variety of iris, lily-of-the-valley, crimson, 
white, pink, and cream peonies, white and yellow lilies, and one 
rose, a Baltimore Belle.'' 

In 1849, Mr. Edwin Fawcett, a wholesale fruit dealer, built a 
home on the southeasterly corner of Irving and Chatham Streets 
in which he spent sixty happy years until his death in 1909, and 
developed during those years a garden which the late Miss Frances 
C. Morse considered the most beautiful in Worcester. Here were 
boxwood~edged deep beds of roses, fleur-de-lis, delphinium, tiger 
lily, primrose, foxglove, and Canterbury bells, and peonies im
ported from China. In this garden before any neighbor had a 
blossom or scarce a leaf, the crocuses, snowdrops, grape hyacinth 
and sometimes tulips blossomed in such profusion that on a Sunday 
noon on their way home from church in April flower lovers were 
always hanging over the low fence to gaze at the welcome early 
blooms. These flower beds were backed by rows of hollyhocks and 
back of them shrubbery which at the time of 1\1r. Fawcett 's death 
had reached the size of trees. At the lower end of the garden was 
a small orchard of apple trees which made delightful playhouses 
for the children, some large trees bearing little early pears, and 
there were rows of bushes of golden honeyblob gooseberries; against 
the barn grew trailing trumpet vines and climbing roses and clema
t is ; and enclosed about with hedges, were beehives, rabbit hutches, 
and a dove cote. On the back of the house was built an ell, the 
porch of which was overhung with wistaria, beneath whose shade 
the owner rested from almost ceaseless care of his flowers. Miss 
Morse's impression was that this was a sunken garden but that 
impression was made by the successive re-grading of the street. I 
find no record of any sunken or formal gardens in the sense in 
which we use the word today. Mrs. Fawcett and her two daughters 
still reside at 9 Einhorn Road and I am indebted to them for infor
mation regarding this beauty spot of old Worcester. 

The general impression of the heart of Worcester was one of 
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great beauty. But the heart was not the only district blessed with 
rare gardens for on the Lincoln farm, located between Piedmont 
and Bellevue Streets, Mr. Daniel Waldo Lincoln, father of the late 
Waldo Lincoln, grew and exhibited two hundred varieties of pears. 
It is a fact that today practically every back yard along Pleasant 
Street to Park A venue boasts one or more pear trees. Mr. Lincoln 
introduced the Washington and Beurre d'Anjou pear. His grap
ery was over one hundred feet long, and grapes for the market were 
grown in his hot houses. He raised and sold potted plants ; he 
raised silk worms. His nursery was located at the corner of Linden 
and Elm Streets, and here in the greenhouse he built a large tank 
in which grew aquatic plants, among them the grandest and most 
wonderful of them all, the Victoria Regina Lily. It is a native of 
South America. The leaves are from five to six feet in diameter, 
of brilliant green color above and a vivid crimson beneath. The 
flowers are marvelous; the bud opening white gradually growing 
to a crimson with the full bloom which expands to eighteen inches 
in diameter. The late Mr. Waldo Lincoln remembered standing on 
one of the large flat leaves as a boy. The Lincoln farm then far 
out of town was a favorite gathering place for the young people of 
the town where handsome George Lincoln met with them. 

The Burnside house standing on the present site of the Telephone 
Building at the corner of Elm and Chestnut Streets stood for three
quarters of a century. Flowers bloomed all about the house, and 
behind the house was a long enclosure of loveliness, sequestered, full 
of spiritual refreshment, 

' ' The garden glows 
And 'gainst its walls the city's heart still beats 
And out from each summer wind that blows 
Carries some sweetness to the tired streets. '' 

There were shaded walks in this garden bordered with lilac, syr
inga, and spirea. Sweetly scented in spring, heavy leaved and cool 
in summer. The whole garden was a rich jewel worn over the city's 
heart. 

The gentle Clarendon Harris was one of the founders of the 
Horticultural Society, and enriched its exhibitions with fruits and 
flowers, especially dahlias of which he was fond. His home stood 
on the site of the house now occupied by Mrs. Charles Washburn. 
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Levi Lincoln, 2nd, possessed a beautiful garden, the walks of 
which were lined with box. In this vicinity was the garden of 
Gov. Alexander H. Bullock, the sixth president of the Horticultural 
Society, which indicates his interest in flowers. 

Mr. Lincoln's friendly competitor in the nursery business was 
Samuel H. Colton, who, with his f amily, lived for forty years on 
Queen Street. The pictures of their estate give the impression of 
spaciousness and this is borne out by the fact that Mr. Colton in
troduced the first horse-drawn lawn mower in America. 

William T. Merrifield was born in Worcester in 1807. He lived 
in a large brick house on the site of his daughter 's home, that of 
Mrs. William T. Forbes. His greenhouses and garden were at the 
foot of the hill on Highland Street and his farm surrounded the 
house. In 1847 a premium for cut flowers was awarded to his 
gardener, William McCormack, by the Horticultural Society. In 
1860 he exhibited sixty-four varieties of flowers including gladiolus, 
fuchsia, begonia, salvia, and a year later fourteen varieties of 
0 -rapes grown under glass. 

Where do we always look for the first signs of spring but in the 
garden of Dr . Samuel Woodward on P earl Street 1 H ere for 
nearly a century the proud occupants have displayed an unrivalled 
bed of crocuses. 

" 'Ere man is aware 
That spring is here 
The flowers have found it out. '' 

All these gardens lent themselves to gracious hospitality. Judge 
Edward Bangs owned an estate opposite the Court House and for 
many years his home was a social center . His charming garden 
was a delight to all who had access to it, and there a glass of rasp
berry shrub or grape wine always tasted the more refreshing be
cause of the delightful environment and hearty welcome. Perhaps 
the proximity to the home of the beautiful Mary Wheeler who lived 
next door added an attraction for the young swains of the day. 
Mr. Theophilus Wheeler , father of Mary, had an estate with a 
frontage of one hundred and sixty feet which ran back six hundred 
feet to Mill Brook. Two noble chestnut trees welcomed the guests 
to the Wheeler home ; a large grapery, or grape arbor as we would 
call it, stood in the rear where the gurgling waters of Mill Brook 

I ., 
I 
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awakened all the romance one would wish. Rustic seats graced the 
o-rounds and the waters of a fountain danced in the sunlight. It 
did not require much courage in such surroundings for Mr. Bangs 
to find the opportune time to present Miss Wheeler a paper-covered 
almanac on which was written '' To the accomplished, admirable, 
and adorable Mary L. Wheeler. '' Another suitor more bashful 
dared make her a similar gift but with her name only inscribed 
thereon. '' Faint heart ne'er won fair lady. '' 

Of the Salisbury gardens at Lincoln Square I can gather only 
the fact that they were very beautiful and extended to the site of 
the present Trade School. The Salisbury house on Highland Street 
was built in 1835. Many contemporary accounts speak of this es
tate as the '' fairy grounds of Mr. Salisbury. '' Both the second and 
third Mr. Salisburys were enthusiastic horticulturists, growing in 
their large greenhouse, unusual and exotic plants. I have a picture 
of a bunch of bananas and a large pineapple grown under glass, of 
orchids and the Holy Ghost flower. From 1876 until after the 
turn of the century these gardens were tended with loving care by 
Mr. John Coulson. Much of the success and beauty of the more 
formal gardens of a later date was due to him. 

Is it tradition or did Mrs. F 'orbes state at one of our meetings as 
fact that Mr. Salisbury entertained very graciously on the well
kept lawns under his beautiful trees at garden parties and espe
cially for those out-of-town brides, newcomers to our city, at whose 
wedding, because of distance, Worcester people were unable to at
tend 1 It was understood that the bride at such parties would wear 
her wedding gown so that it might be seen and admired among her 
new friends, and for this occasion a bonnet to match the gown took 
the place of the bridal veil. It is a quaint and attractive picture. 

These are the lovely gardens of the daytime and in their care 
many worryings and frettings were carried away, but who shall 
speak of a garden in the twilight and evening time 1 

'' How sweetly smells the honeysuckle 
In the hushed night, as if the world wer e one 
Of utter peace and love and gentleness. '' 

'' And still within the summer's night 
A something so transporting bright 
I clap my hands to see. '' 
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And again only a poet could do justice to the description of a 
garden in the eventime when, 

'' There stands the primrose, th at, as the night 
Begins to gather, and the dews to fall, 
Flings wide to circling moths her twisted buds, 
That shine like yellow moons with pale cold glow, 
And all the air her heavy fragrance floods, 
And give largess to any winds that blow. 
Here in warm darlmess of a night in June, children came 
To watch the primrose blow. Silently they stood 
Hand clasped in band, in breathless hush around, 
And saw her slyly doff her soft green hood 
And blossom-with a silken burst of sound." 



SOME OBSERVATIONS IN REGARD TO OUR 
EARLIEST INDIAN INHABITANTS 

Read before the Worcester Historical Society 
by Mr. C. C. Ferguson, March 10, 1939 

According to the classification of Mr. C. C. Willoughby, Director 
Emeritus of the Peabody Museum of Harvard University, there 
have been three quite distinctive Indian cultures in New England, 
the Pre-Algonquian, the Old Algonquian and the Later Algonquian, 
the last two both Algonquian, and the first of some different Indian 
family, either Beothuk or related to them. 

In this paper I shall consider, in a rather sketchy way, some ideas 
i.n regard to the Pre-Algonquians and their replacement by the 
early Algonquians and some distinguishing artifacts of each. 

The so-called Pre-Algonquians of New England, its earliest in
habitants, appear to have been woods Indians, living almost en
tirely from the products of hunting and fishing. The land was 
still covered with the primeval forest. They did not need, as did 
their successors, the Algonquians, to burn over large areas of land 
to provide ground for the cultivation of crops. There is no evi
dence to show that they knew anything of agriculture or even of 
the making of stone or clay pottery. 

The area over which their culture extended, according to Mr. 
Willoughby, included New Jersey, northeastern Pennsylvania, New 
York, all ew England, Canada, from Ontario to the Atlantic 
Ocean, and Newfoundland. 

Judging from their implements and the contents of their graves, 
they were most like the Beothuk who were living in Newfoundland 
until about a hundred years ago. They also used many of the 
same implements as the Eskimos, namely, the adze, the knobbed 
pendant, and the semi-lunar knife. 

How long ago they came here or where they came from is a 
matter of conjecture. No traces of their life here are left except 
the artifacts and other materials uncovered from their graves or 
found exposed on the surface of the ground. The bodies have long 
since become ashes. 

There are no caves here, as in France, on whose walls they could 
leave pictorial records or in whose dry interiors their bones, frag-
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ments of clothing and food might be preserved. They were not 
Lake Dwellers, like the early inhabitants of Switzerland, so that 
the waters over which they lived would preserve many things dis
tinctive of their lives and customs. They made no massive, fitted 
stone buildings as did the Incas of Peru, no great stone temples, 
hieroglyphics and a calendar as did the Mayas and Aztecs, no 
many-storied and apartmented buildings as did the Cliff Dwellers 
of the Southwest, no great burial mounds as did the Mound 
Builders of the central west and south to provide us with clues to 
their customs, progress and achievements. We cannot tell certainly 
whether they, like the aborigines of France, during the many ice 
ages retreated south before the glaciers and again advanced north 
with their retreat. We only know that no recognized paleolithic 
implements have been found in New England. As these are found 
in France, we are led to believe that there were no inhabitants here 
before the end of the last glacial period perhaps ten thousand years 
ago, and probably not for several thousand years afterward. 

The fact that they buried with the dead, as did most primitive 
peoples, cherished possessions, makes it possible for us from these 
-to learn something of their lives, customs, and implements. 

Because these graves contain fire-making sets of more or less 
decomposed iron pyrites with which they struck fire in tinder, we 
know they used fire for such cooking as they did and for warmth 
in winter. There are plenty of arrow and spearheads of stone so 
we know that,. though the wooden parts have long since rotted 
away, they hunted and fought with these. Since there are no agri
cultural tools nor pottery, we assume they knew nothing of the 
former, and had not learned to make the latter. The presence of 
knobbed sinkers, still used for the same purpose by the Eskimos, 
shows us they fished with lines and with nets. The rarity of fin
ished pestles, when we understand there was no corn to grind, is 
not strange. The only things to pulverize were the meats of nuts, 
and a finished pestle was not necessary for this. The fact that no 
pipes are found shows that the cultivation of tobacco was unknown 
and that smoking therefore was not a custom of theirs. 

The typical stone implements of these early people appear to 
be the gouge or adze, specialized for many uses, the knob bed sinker, 
the woman's semi-lunar knife, the long, slender whetstone, and 
bannerstones of many designs. The Maine Indians added to these 
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long, slender slate knives and spear points sharpened to a fine edge 
and point. Mostly these were adapted to the use of boreal and 
woods people in hunting and fishing. Their habits were those of 
nomads, for they changed their camping sites as the demand for 
game and fish required. They did not need,. like their successors, 
the Algonquians, to stay in one place long enough for crops to 
mature, nor did they need to be as particular in selecting camp 
sites. Indians raising corn must choose spots for camping, with 
nearby land free from rocks and easy to cultivate. 

Thus the Pre-Algonquians probably wandered more widely and 
often encamped on spots that the Algonquians would not have 
selected. This may account for the finding of so many of the im
plements along the rocky shores of our Worcester County ponds, 
like Manchaug, Stevens, South Charlton, Sacarappa. On many 
spots around the shores and on the islands of these we find evi
dences of Pre-Algonquian camping. They must have been here a 
long time for the implements they left occur in large numbers and 
are so weathered and patinated often as to indicate an age of even 
thousands of years. 

A time came, however, when there was apparently an abrupt 
change to another culture with different customs and artifacts and 
a more progressive type of life. Whether this was brought about 
by the invasion of another Indian race, with a consequent destruc
tion of the old culture and the introduction of a new, or the Pre
Algonquians themselves learned of the better ways of living of their 
neighbors to their west and decided to adopt these, we do not know. 

It, however, seems reasonable to suppose that just as the Iroquois 
in New York attacked and destroyed the Algonquians there, so the 
Algonquians coming in from the west drove eastward and north
ward the Pre-Algonquians until only a remnant of them survived 
as the later Beothuk of Newfoundland who in language differed 
greatly from the Algonquians as well as in other ways we shall later 
discuss. If this latter theory is true it would account for the im
mediate use of different artifacts and the discontinuation of those 
peculiarly Pre-Algonquian. Otherwise the Pre-Algonquian would 
have continued in use along with the newer types as does not seem 
to have been the case. 

The great shell heaps all along our New England coast furnish 
evidence of the coming of a new people, for in them all there are 
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scarcely any Pre-Algonquian implements, and when they are found, 
it is in the bottom layers. Those found are known Algonquian 
artifacts such as are dug up from authentic Algonquian graves. We 
assume, then, that the shell heaps were made after the earlier people 
had been driven out or destroyed by a different race. 

If the Newfom1dland Beothuk were the last remnant of these 
Pre-Algonquians, as is thought, a study of them may throw some 
light upon their earlier New England relatives. They were also 
a boreal or woods people, getting their living from hunting and 
fishing. Their language had no relationship to any of the Algon
quian dialects. They made no pottery, had no agriculture. To
bacco and smoking were illlknown to them. In place of dishes of 
clay and soapstone, they used those made of birchbark, not only for 
storing food but also for cooking it. "Whitbourne saw in a Beo
thuk camp in Newfoundland three large birch bark kettles sup
ported each by three large stones and in each were boiling twelve 
fow 1, every one as large as a widgeon and some as large as a duck. '' 
They made fire, as did the Pre-Algonquians, by striking sparks with 
two pieces of iron pyrites into tinder. They also, like the Maine 
Red Paint people, colored their bodies, their canoes, their bows and 
arrows with red ochre. The name of Red Men was given to them 
because of this practice. 

They used many of the same implements as the Pre-Algonquians, 
the gouge, the knobbed pendant, the bannerstone, and sharpened 
slate knives and spearheads. They also interred with the dead his 
cherished possessions, among these large quantities of red paint 
powder, as did the Red Paint Pre-Algonquians in Maine. Both 
peoples apparently believed that these various buried treasures 
would somehow be a solace and a protection on the spirit's journey 
to the Happy Hunting Grounds and perhaps even after it reached 
there. The likeness of these two peoples seems to place them in the 
same race rather than to connect them with the more warlike and 
progressive Algonquians. 

The connection between the Eskimo and the Pre-Algonquian is 
less understandable and explainable. Whether in remote ages when 
the land was colder, the Eskimos lived farther south, or the Pre
Algonquians originally came from farther north, is a matter for 
conjecture. Anyway they came to make and use the same imple
ments as would neighboring peoples of about the same background. 
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These implements peculiar to both were rarely used,. if at all, by 
the New England Algonquian. 

In the centuries during which the Pre-Algonquians were spread
ing over New England, they naturally, as the Algonquians later 
did, would separate into groups or tribes differing in many ways 
from one another. This can be seen in the variation in types and 
shapes of artifacts peculiar to the Pre-Algonquians. In the Kenne
bec and Penobscot valleys in Maine where they apparently reached 
their highest point, we find the before-mentioned long slate spear
heads and knives, gouges sufficiently different to be called red paint 
gouges, and several types of finely made bannerstones of shapes 
found only there. They also appear to have used red ochre much 
more lavishly. Along the seacoast the gouges were more deeply 
grooved, and we find more often large knobbed pendants or sinkers, 
and special bone and shell implements. In other sections there will 
be found other variations from normal. They all agree in having 
no pipes, no agricultural tools, no pottery, no axes, and no gorgets 
in their graves. 

I have already mentioned the five distinctive implements of the 
Pre-Algonquians as the gouge, the knobbed pendant, the semi-lunar 
knife, the bannerstone, and the slender whetstone. It may be of 
interest to speak of these in some detail and show how they, except 
the bannerstone, were fitted for the use of a hunting and fishing 
people. The gouge and knobbed pendant of these are the most 
common of all larger New England implements. I have over sixty 
of the former and thirty of the latter in my own collection. They 
are much more common than Algonquian grooved and ungrooved 
axes which may be a reason for thinking that the earlier people 
lived here longer. The gouge with the deeply or shallowly grooved 
edge is rare anywhere except in New England and eastern Canada. 
It is almost unknown on the eastern continent and in most of the 
western. The Algonquians appear to have used only the straight 
edged plane-convex gouge. 

The Pre-Algonquians without grooved and ungrooved axes and 
thin chisels, adapted their gouges to the uses of all these. They 
were made in all shapes and sizes to fit them for their special uses, 
some were thick and heavy with pointed edge for cutting down and 
cutting up trees. Two grooves a few inches apart were first made 
with these, then the chip between them was easily removed; a con
tinuation of these operations soon divided the log. 
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Many of the gouges were so deeply grooved and the walls left so 
thin, that they must have been used to remove charred wood after 
burning in the making of dugouts and wooden utensils. They 
could not stand hard usage without breaking. Some had narrow 
and some wide edges, some were long and others short. Around 
some were circular grooves or ridges for better attaching to handles, 
others for the same purpose had a series of little knobs instead of 
these grooves. In some the grooved edge is almost in a semi-circle, 
while on others there is only a shallow groove or a flat side. The 
latter type was characteristic also of the Algonquians and continued 
in use among them. These gouges were pecked into shape and 
grooved out from such very hard stone as basanite, diabase and 
hornstone. The edge was ground sharp and the whole surface 
might be polished smoothly. The finished tool represented most 
skillful workmanship and a prodigious amount of labor. 

The stone of which they were made was so hard and so unaffected 
by weather, temperature, or soil acids that many of the specimens 
found today are as fresh looking and have as perfect edges as when 
they were laid away more than a thousand years ago. Their makers 
certainly took pride in the perfection of their work. 

They probably, with handles and without, served for about every 
use to which they could be put by a primitive people with no other 
heavy cutting tool, cutting down and cutting up trees, making dug
outs and perhaps wooden utensils, tapping trees, cutting holes in 
ice, removing birch bark. 

Many of these have been picked up along the shores of ponds and 
on plowed ground where the water has washed them out. Over 
_thirty-five have been picked up from one Wayland site, and at 
least nine from the shores of Sutton ponds. These and many more 
have been found during the last ten years n sites that had been 
previously hunted over for more than one undred years by col
lectors. 

The knobbed sinker or pendant is foun over much of North 
America, but does not seem to have been use by the New England 
Algonquians who used in its place sinke s that were grooved, 
notched, or perforated. None are found in lgonquian graves and, 
if in the shell heaps, only in the bottom lay rs. 

They vary greatly in weight from a few o ces to several pounds. 
I have one from Merrimac that weighs tw and one-half pounds. 
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There is usually a carefully worked knob at one end for attach
ment, though this may be replaced by a perforation. The whole 
surface is carefully pecked into shape and often polished so that 
no pecking marks are left. Only rarely do we find one made of a 
natural pebble with only the knob pecked out. I have only one 
such out of about thirty specimens. No two are said to be exactly 
alike, some are in odd shapes as if they might be fish lures. Around 
the large part of some is a groove and of others a narrow ridge. 
They are spherical, lemon-shaped, pear-shaped, and triangular, 
looking more like stone plummets than anything else. 

One recent writer has suggested twenty-six possible uses for 
them and I have heard of two others. Among these are the follow
ing: net and line sinkers, fish-lures and gorges, neck and ear pen
dants, weights for lodge coverings, weights for holding pouches 
suspended from the belt, plummets, black jacks and bolas, twine 
and sinew twisters, hand and hanging pestles, hammers, rubbing 
stones, amulets, charm and lucky stones, spinning, netting, and 
weaving weights. Many are beautifully and symmetrically made 
showing much labor and a desire to produce a nice piece of work. 
They are still frequently to be found on old camp sites. I have 
one with the grooved ring from North Pond, one with the ridged 
ring from Lake Winthrop, Holliston, a spherical one from Man
chaug Pond, Sutton, a triangular one from the Charles River, 
South Natick, a pear-shaped, a lemon-shaped, and a pointed one 
from the Sudbury River, Wayland, and a hexagonal one from 
Lovell's Pond, Fryeburg, Maine. 

Mr. Willoughby places the semi-lunar knife or ulu among the 
Pre-Algonquian implements. Some recent authorities have ques
tioned his right to do so,. saying these have never yet been found 
in Pre-Algonquian graves. The same argument might be used 
against their being Algonquian for they are not found in the graves 
of these. But the fact that they were used by the Eskimos along 
with other typically Pre-Algonquian implements and but rarely 
outside New England and the Pre-Algonquian culture regions lends 
support to Mr. Willoughby's contention. Also other slate imple
ments sharpened by whetstones, such as spearheads and knives, 
were undoubtedly Pre-Algonquian, for the New England Algon
quians rarely if at all, ground such artifacts. Another of the evi
dences of their being Pre-Algonquian is that where ·we find most 
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of the peculiar implements of this culture we find also most squaw 
knives and fragments of these. On one side where more than forty 
gouges, twenty knobbed sinkers and many fragments of banner
stones and perforated whetstones were found, at least seventeen 
whole or part squaw knives were picked up. The same thing oc
curs on sites in Sutton and Westboro. 

These ulus, so naJI1ed by the Eskimos, are of thin slate, made 
semi-lunar in shape and carefully pecked, ground and polished so 
well that the pecking does not show. They look like the chopping 
knives of our grandmothers and were fitted with handles in much 
the same way. Some of these are over a foot long and others as 
short as two and one-half inches. I have one of the latter, the 
smallest I have ever seen. 

These were made of thin tablets of red, brown, black, green, and 
white slate, and are among the most beautiful in workmanship and 
appearance of all Indian artifacts. They are found in all stages 
of manufacture, broken into shape, partly pecked, entirely pecked , 
partly pecked and polished, all polished and the curving edge shar
pened, which shows they were made here and not imported from 
the Eskimos already finished as some have thought. 

As most of them were to be hafted, it was necessary to deYise 
some means to fasten on the handles securely. There were three or 
more ways of doing this, by grinding slits through near the straight 
edge or boring holes instead. Through these the lashing cords 
could be made fast to the handles. By leaving a narrow thickened 
ridge on each side of the straight edge the same purpose was served. 
Some had none of these and then the knife was probably simply 
glued into the hafting of wood or bone. 

Many have along the straight edge what appear to be tally marks. 
These vary in number and some have thought that they represented 
identification or actual tally marks. These knives are less common 
than gouges and knobbed pendants; being thin and fragile they are 
more likely to be found broken, especially by the plow or any hard 
blow. Two very fine ones have been found in West Millbury, of 
which I have one and G. Burton Stowe of West Millbury the other. 
I have found three poorer ones at Manchaug Pond in Sutton. 

They are generally regarded as women's knives and were used 
in many ways. Among the Eskimos they were called fish knives 
because they were used in splitting salmon and other fish before 
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drying. They were also employed in skinning and cutting up ani
mals, cutting dressed skins into clothing, belts, bags, moccasins, 
etc., and for many other domestic purposes. 

There is no explanation as yet for not finding them in Pre-Algon
quian graves as we would expect. With the uncovering of more 
such graves, they may be found. The Pre-Algonquians did not 
always inhume their dead if they were like their relatives, the 
Beothuk. Some of the burials were on the surface of the ground 
and on scaffolds, usually in boxlike structures. As less Pre-Algon
quian graves have been found in Massachusetts than in Maine, it 
may be these other methods of disposing of the dead were more 
common here. This would account for the surface finds of the 
squaw knives, among other Pre-Algonquian implements. 

Another interesting implement is the whetstone. This is usually 
over seven inches long and about an inch wide at the broader end 
and tapering nearly to a point at the other. It may be thin and 
flat or nearly cylindrical and sometimes slightly curving like a 
horn. The thin ones generally have a hole in the wider end pecked 
through from both sides for suspension while carrying. They are 
made of some gritty stone and were used to grind, smooth, and 
sharpen such implements as the squaw-knives, the long slate knives 
and spearheads, and the gouges. They are found in Pre-Algon
quian graves. 

Because of their length and thinness, they are easily broken and 
are rarely found whole except in graves. When picked up on the 
surface, they are on sites generally where other Pre-Algonquian 
implements are discovered. The Algonquian whetstones seem to 
have been much less carefully made and not at all noteworthy tools. 

The last of the five distinctive Pre-Algonquian implements men
tioned previously is the ceremonial bannerstone. These are in many 
hapes, beautifully finished and polished, and made of the prettiest 

stone available, jasper, rose quartz, soapstone, serpentine, and 
banded slate. They were rectangular, spherical, pick shaped, but
terfly shaped, heart shaped, and lune shaped. Those thin and lune 
shaped were usually notched on both thin edges at the center. 
Those thicker at the center either had a large perforation through 
this or had grooves on both sides instead for attachment. They 
are supposed to have been ceremonial stones and to have been 
placed on long staffs to be carried in processions. The Beothuk 
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thus carried them. They were found not only among the Pre
Algonquians, the Eskimos and the Beothuk, but also among other 
Ame]'ican tribes. The New England Algonquians apparently did 
not use them as they are found neither in their known graves nor 
in their shell heaps unless in bottom layers. 

These beautiful and valuable artifacts are rarely found unbroken. 
Freezing, thawing, and the cultivation of the soil are responsible 
for the most of this. In graves they still occur uninjured. Every 
collection contains one or more whole specimens or fragments. One 
of the most interesting though not the most beautiful is the whale 
tail bannerstone, supposed to be made to imitate the whale's tail. 
The whale was held almost in reverence by the sea coast Pre-Algon
quians, Beothuk, and Eskimos because it furnished when killed or 
stranded such an enormous amount of meat and oil. I have one 
of these I picked up in the park at Nipmuck Lake, Mendon. Ban
nerstones also are most common as wholes and fragments where 
gouges and knobbed sinkers are found. 

The method by which the large holes were bored in these is inter
esting. A hollow stem, like elderberry with the pith removed, was 
rotated in sand and water at the point of perforation. Sometimes 
a solid stone drill was used with sand and water. In either case 
it is said the boring was comparatively rapid, and was beautifully 
done, straight, smooth, and without false starts. Partly perforated 
specimens by each method are on exhibition in the Society's 
museum. 

The time of invasion of the Algonquians cannot be placed. It 
was a very long time ago; for if, as is generally believed,. they made 
the shell heaps, their coming was so far back that the shells first 
deposited were of a species of shellfish no longer found in the 
locality when the last were thrown on top. In their graves, the 
bones, like those of the Pre-Algonquians, have generally become 
dust. 

They had advanced much farther along the road of civilization 
than their predecessors, for they got a large part of their living 
from their crops of corn, beans, and pumpkins. They also made 
pottery of soapstone and clay for their cooking instead of the easily 
destructible vessels of birch bark. 

They were only a semi-nomadic people for the care of the crops 
necessitated a more permanent stay in one place. Also, on account 
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of their supply of vegetable food they did not need to wander so 
widely for fish and game. Land must be cleared for the gardens 
and this was done by girdling the trees to kill them and by burning 
over the land every fall and spring. 

From their western homes, for they are supposed to have been 
the eastern outlying relatives of the Mound Builders, though they 
built no mounds east of Central New York, they brought their corn, 
bean, pumpkin, and tobacco seed, the first three cultivated by the 
women, the last by the men of each family. We now find such 
agricultural tools as stone hoes and picks, also pestles and mortars 
for grinding the corn. The gouge, except the plano-convex, is re
placed by grooved and ungrooved axes and chisels, the knobbed 
sinker by grooved notches and perforated sinkers. Instead of the 
ceremonial bannerstone we have gorgets, bird and boatstones. The 
slate knives with ground edges are replaced by those with chipped 
edges. The long, slender, well-finished whetstones disappear from 
use and their places are taken by crude, gritty rocks. 

The introduction of tobacco brought several types of pipes, the 
oldest tubular and platform. Their pottery, both soapstone and 
clay, was of many sizes and shapes, symmetrical, prettily decorated, 
well finished, and serviceable. Few whole pots are now found even 
in graves, so fragile were they. Consequently a good New England 
pot, particularly of clay, is valuable. Soapstone, which seems to 
have been used more by the early Algonquians was quite common 
in this vicinity. There were several outcroppings of it in Millbury 
and Sutton which were worked by the Indians. On these spots 
today are seen many discarded fragments and sections of pots as 
well as the picks which were used to remove the soapstone chunks 
for bowls. 

Arrowheads, spearheads, scrapers, perforators of stone, dugouts, 
and birch-bark canoes were used alike by both the earlier and the 
later people. Both had a little copper in the form of beads, knives, 
and arrowheads, that had probably come in with the first immi
grants of each group . They were both without any other metal, 
and both had no domesticated animal except the dog. They were, 
therefore, without the ox, the cow, the sheep, the goat, the pig, the 
horse, the hen, the duck, the goose, or the turkey, except as they 
secured the last three wild. They had no milk, and but little salt 
and sugar, the last from the maple tree, and no apples, peaches or 
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pears. There were no wheeled carts, all work had to be done by 
hand labor and in moving, everything had to be carried, except on 
boats, by the people themselves. Probably this lack of knowledge 
of the metals and absence of domestic animals for food, work and 
transportation, account for the slower emergence from the stone 
age of these Indians than of the people of the Eastern Continent 
who also had long before lived in their own stone age. 

In this paper I have attempted to show some of the outstanding 
characteristics of the earliest immigrants and settlers, and to give 
a superficial idea of the differences and likenesses in their customs 
and their artifacts. I have grouped all later New England Indians 
as Algonquian although these were divided into many tribes who 
had come to differ widely in language, customs and characteristics. 

The coming of both peoples was prehistoric: the first came into 
a land never before inhabited by man and were its first permanent 
settlers; the second long afterward, but still long ago, a superior 
people, more progressive and aggressive, wanting new lands, easily 
conquered, apparently, and exterminated all but a possible rem
nant of the scattered earliest people and introduced their own more 
advanced culture which continued without much change until the 
coming of the European traders and settlers. Then it changed as 
abruptly as, and even more completely than, when the Algonquians 
came into New England. 



THE BATHSHEBA SPOONER MURDER CASE 

Paper Read before the Worcester Historical Society by 
Mr. Chandler Bullock, April 14, 1939 

The so-called Bathsheba Spooner case occurred in 1778-a few 
months after General Burgoyne hoisted the white flag at Saratoga. 
Most of his English and Hessian soldiers were then constrained in 
concentration camps in Rutland and some of them along what is 
now part of High Street in Worcester. Bathsheba Spooner was talked 
or whispered about around the hearths of Worcester County folk 
for almost two generations-but now her undoing and her tragedy 
are almost forgotten. 

,Ve call it the Bathsheba Spooner case-but the victim was her 
husband, Joshua Spooner, a prosperous citizen of Brookfield, a town 
about as large then as the town of Worcester. 

Our Esther Forbes Hoskins has written a most interesting novel 
called '' The General's Lady'' based upon this case so historic in this 
County. In some points Mrs. Hoskins follows the actual facts in her 
novel. But with a novelist's license she digresses particularly from 
the facts in having the husband a General in the American Army 
whose death was not the result of his wife's deliberate plotting. 

The historical facts are undisputed; Joshua Spooner was murdered 
and his wife, Bathsheba Spooner, was the direct instigator of the 
murder. She was the personality that forced the crime. Spooner 's 
gravestone still stands in that old sequestered cemetery in Brookfield 
and time has not marred its plain inscription, '' He was murdered 
by three soldiers-at the instigation of his wife, Bathsheba.'' Those 
graven letters spell the truth. 

It is not because the detection of the guilty required any Sherlock 
Holmes supersleuthing that the murder is an interesting one. The 
crime did not need one of your pet detectives to run it down. The case 
has plenty of dramatic interest because of other angles. 

I shall deal only, of course, with facts, actual facts. There are 
several contemporary records extant. We bless the American Anti
quarian Society and the Worcester Historical Society for the source 
material which they contain. They even have at the Antiquarian 
Society some of the original court records. Both societies have the 
confessions printed at the time the case was on by the great Isaiah 
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Thomas on his printing press; and some contemporary sermons and 
statements on the event-printed by Thomas. Isaiah Thomas was a 
canny business man and he took advantage of the excitement of the 
day to print for good profit pamphlets and broadsides concerning the 
murder. He printed in pamphlet form and sold on the very date of the 
execution, July 2, 1778, '' The Dying Declaration of ( naming the four 
culprits) who are to be executed this day for murder of Joshua 
Spooner of Brookfield.'' The price for the pamphlet is stated as two 
shillings. Without doubt they were sold in the gathering crowds on 
that day by the newsboys of the time and they must have gone like 
wildfire. 

And for further contemporary records the Antiquarian Society has 
complete files of the Massachusetts Spy of that very period-Isaiah 
Thomas 's newspaper. It is, of course, largely from the newspapers of 
any particular period in the last two hundred years under study that 
historians get most of their real facts-facts dripping fresh and 
warm, as it were, from the news-taps of the day. 

Now why was this an interesting murder case in spite of the fact 
that the murder was not a subtle one and did not need any Machia
vellian detective to discover the guilty parties 1 

1. The murder had an interesting legal angle, a criminal juris
prudence angle. 

2. It was a crime of passion with the eternal triangle as spicy as 
any human triangle can be. 

3. It touched a political angle, the bitter, violent feeling between 
the Loyalists and the Revolutionists of that period. 

4. The case has a medical angle. 
5. It was unusual because of the number of people that swung 

for it from the scaffold-four. No single murder in the history of 
Massachusetts as far as we know-certainly not in Worcester County 
-has ever led to the simultaneous execution of as many as four per
sons for the same crime. 

You may ask-why have not more details of this case appeared 
oftener in our local histories-and so have become better known 1 
The reason may be that until recently family and local pride have 
been exercised-the closet door has been kept rather carefully closed 
on this skeleton. Certain histories of Worcester County have some 
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accounts-but generally speaking they have but few details. So 
recourse must be had to the contemporary records. 

Today 's generation connected by family with Bathsheba Spooner 
has no objection to the telling of the story-and indeed it is rather 
exciting to have in the family past (if it is sufficiently remote ) such 
an unusual woman. 

It is not merely the pride of local amateur historians that cites this 
as an unusual murder case. In 1841 a then prominent lawyer of 
Boston named Peleg W. Chandler wrote a two-volume work on 
famous American criminal trials. He details fifteen cases that oc
curred in American history up to that time, from the Salem witch
craft trials, and going down through the Boston Massacre trial, the 
trial and conviction of Major Andre-and among the fifteen cele
brated cases is this Bathsheba Spooner case. 

Now who were the dramatis personae 1 Who were these four here 
in Worcester County who were slipped off the scaffold in the summer 
of 1778 with the black hoods over their faces 1 

One was James Buchanan, a Scotchman, a Sergeant in the British 
Army which surrendered with General Burgoyne. H e had come out 
of the Prisoners' Concentration Camp at Rutland with another one 
of that Army, one William Brooks. On the evidence they were 
'' A.W.O.L.'' (as we said in the World War)-that is,' absent without 
leave from the Camp. Brooks was of a coarser mould and a common 
soldier, unable to write his own name. 

The third was an interesting and attractive ex-soldier in the Amer
ican Army, a young man named Ezra Ross. H e was of some educa
tion, he knew his three ''R's'' ( as was said). He had been invalided 
from the Continental Army but later had recovered his health under 
Bathsheba Spooner's care. 

The Rev. Thaddeus Maccarty (whose statement concerning the 
prisoners will be referred to later) says of Buchanan and Ross
'' They were persons of good natural capacity: Buchanan and Ross 
in all their conversation discovered a considerable extent of it.'' 
Maccarty acting as spiritual adviser often saw them during their 
prison confinement. Both had served faithfully in trained armies, 
Buchanan attaining the highest non-commissioned officer rank. It 
would appear, therefore, that Buchanan and Ross were not mere 
human driftwood or abandoned characters, and were far removed 
from the "gangster" type. All of which is further evidence of the 
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power and personality of Bathsheba Spooner-that she could per
suade these men to connive in a murder when they had no real 
animosity against the intended victim. 

The fourth, the dominant figure, was Bathsheba Spooner herself. 
And who was she 1 She was born Bathsheba Ruggles and was one 

of several children of Colonel Timothy Ruggles. Ruggles was a Har
vard graduate, a distinguished lawyer of the pre-Revolutionary era. 
He fought in the French antl Indian Wars under Sir William John
son and was given the title of General; and he was later Chief Justice 
of the Comm.on Pleas Court-an office he held until the Revolutionary 
yeast began to rise. He was firm in his allegiance to Great Britain, 
a strong, ardent Loyalist. He was banished from this country and his 
estates were confiscated. He died subsequently in Nova Scotia. 
(We should not forget our own forebears followed the age-old prac
tice-since pursued by Herr Hitler and others--of banishing from 
the country, and confiscating the property of, those whose opinions 
did not accord with the then dominating power.) 

General Ruggles had given his daughter and his other children 
the best possible education in that period-a man of means and 
position he could do so. So Bathsheba Spooner not only was well 
educated but came from as refined an environment as existed in 
Massachusetts one hundred and fifty years ago. She was of the top 
social strata, what would be termed a "lady"-if I may use that 
rather out-worn word. May I emphasize that-'' a lady.'' Some 
of you may query, "Can a lady instigate a murder1" I say, "Yes, 
under some certain circumstances.'' 

An older sister of Bathsheba Ruggles married the first Dr. John 
Green, then one of the foremost men of Worcester. So Bathsheba 
Spooner was the own aunt of the second Dr. Green who founded the 
Worcester Public Library. (As I pass his statue in our Public 
Library I often wonder what he thought of his aunt.) Carrying down 
the line of descent, this murderess, Bathsheba Spooner, was the great, 
great, great aunt of the charming wife of one of Worcester's most 
prominent and able citizens of today. Moreover-another own sister 
of Bathsheba married Gardner Chandler, Jr., who was a cousin of my 
own great, great grandfather. Thus this lady who sought to kill was 
in my own family by marriage connection. 

So here we have a lady of Worcester County of the highest social 
position combining in a common murder with a Sergeant and a 
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Private of Burgoyne 's Army, and an ex-Continental soldier who had 
served a year in Washington's Army-admittedly a rather rare 
combination of culprits. In fact in what capital crime can it be 
equalled1 

Now what brought Bathsheba Ruggles Spooner to the mind and 
mood of a killer 1 

Her father, General Ruggles, foreseeing he might have to leave the 
country for his political views, was crafty enough to try to put his 
daughters, his heirs, in a comfortable position before his banishment 
and the seizure of his property-for then he could give them no fur
ther protection. We know marriages were arranged by parents more 
in those days than today. So Bathsheba, before she had reached her 
majority, was married at her father's insistence to a prosperous citi
zen of Brookfield, Joshua Spooner. The marriage was hastily put 
through. The misfortune was that Spooner, while he had comparative 
wealth and some culture, was a much older man and of a dour disposi
tion and unpleasant character. His young wife doubtless never did 
love him-never could love him. Before the fatal day of the killing 
Bathsheba had lived with Spooner nearly fourteen years-many of 
them years of corroding embitterment. 

In spite of her forced marriage in her youth she was a woman of 
IT.larked energy, with strong feelings and passions. She came finally 
to have an utter aversion to her husband. 

That she was also an attractive woman there is no doubt. We first 
hear of the impression she made on our less subtle sex in the Letters 
and Diary of one John Rowe ( American Antiquarian Society) . 
Under date of May 22, 1766 (which was a year or so after Bath
sheba's marriage to Joshua Spooner ) Rowe wrote in his diary, and I 
quote: '' Breakfasted with the Brigadier and went to Hardwick Fair 
where there were a large company. Dined at Brigadier Ruggles with 
a very large company among them Mr. Joshua Spooner and Lady 
which I much admired." (Rowe uses the word "which" but we 
understand whom he means.) 

Bathsheba was thirty-three in the murder year of 1778. During the 
year previous to the murder she had a lover, one of the four. He was 
Ezra Ross, the young Continental soldier. 

Shortly after Ross' discharge from the Continental Army for 
illness in 1777 he was going through Brookfield and he happened in 
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his weakened condition upon the Spooner residence there. He was 
seen by Bathsheba and was taken into the Spooner home and nursed 
back to health. The very circumstances were such to create deep 
sympathy in her. Starved as she was for love and of a passionate 
nature, she fell in love with Ross, who, as I say, was of respectable 
parentage and of some education. 

There is evidence of resistance to the passion in its early stages
for he left the Spooner home for a while after his recovery. But 
shortly again he returned under her spell to the Spooner home. And 
whatever may be said about Bathsheba Spooner she was capable of 
casting a spell on more than one person. (And Bathsheba somehow 
still has a glamour for some of us today.) 

There is no question of the love between this ardent Tory lady and 
this Revolutionary soldier who had fought under Washington. The 
love crossed party lines. Let us examine the evidence on this point. 

Elisha Hamilton, Constable, who was assigned to duty at the 
Spooner house immediately after the Spooner murder, testified at the 
trial that Mrs. Spooner said to him before she was taken to jail, 
'' This happened by means of Ross ' being sick at our house.'' The 
inference is plain. 

For further evidence of the liaison-the Counsel for the Defense, 
Levi Lincoln, in his technical defense of insanity spoke of the prisoner 
in this wise-'' Her address and engaging appearance was such she 
might have had any gallant she pleased, not such as Ross, but one 
more fitted to her rank and station in life.'' 

There exists in the archives of Massachusetts a touching petition 
which the parents of Ross presented for the life of their youngest son, 
Ezra Ross. It was a petition for mercy and pardon and was presented 
duly '' To the Executive Council for the State of Massachusetts Bay 
in New England.'' The petition first mentions his service in the 
Revolutionary Army under Washington and then goes on to speak of 
Bathsheba Spooner's nursing him back to health; of his stopping at 
her house again after regaining his health. I will quote a portion of 
the petition-'' Gratitude for past favors led him to call on his old 
benefactress, who then added to the number of her kindnesses, and 
engaged a visit on his return. With the mind thus prepared and thus 
irresistibly prepossessed, by her addresses, and kindnesses, on his 
tender years, he for the first time heard the horrid proposals ; tempted 
by promises-and seduced both from virtue and prudence-by a 
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lewd, artful woman, he too readily acceded to her measures black as 
they were. '' 

This claim of seduction was doubtless a natural one for devoted 
parents to make under the circumstances. Certainly on all the evi
dence Bathsheba Spooner had the power and allure to seduce. 

Yet we must still remember Ross was an attractive young man of 
some education and general probity whom she had nursed back to 
health by her own attentive care, and love on her part was natural 
under all the attending circumstances. 

There is furthe:r evidence both of the affair and of the personal 
appearance of both Ezra Ross and Bathsheba Spooner. And this is 
the only evidence that is not contemporary of the period. This testi
mony was picked up by Peleg Chandler and appears in his book 
before referred to, Famous Criminal Trials, printed in 1841. He 
interviewed an old man, one Major Benjamin Russell, who stated to 
Chandler that as a young man sixty years before he had often seen 
Ross and Mrs. Spooner riding on horseback together before the time 
of the murder. Major Russell further stated to Peleg Chandler, and 
I now quote-'' Ezra Ross was a fine looking youth and the beauty 
of the latter, Bathsheba, who was a remarkable horsewoman, has not 
been exaggerated in the least by traditionary accounts.'' 

In fairness to this alleged temptress we should add-there was 
some suggestion ( admittedly not provable) that her husband was 
unfaithful to her and had an unprincipled woman in the house. The 
argument of her counsel at the trial not obscurely intimated that this 
woman was one of the servants. 

Now note her position-a hated and possibly unfaithful husband, 
denied real affection, thirty-three vigorous years of age and an en
gaging young lover. And we must remember divorces were almost 
never granted in those days ; and further she had no provable grounds 
against Spooner for a divorce. There was also this in the picture, 
and here is where some of the bitter political feeling of the day 
evidences itself :-Bathsheba, the daughter of a determined Tory, was 
herself extremely Loyalist in her sympathies. The Town of Brook
field was largely Revolutionary in sentiment and she was intensely 
disliked by her neighbors because she did not hesitate to express her 
convictions as to her belief in the unfair exile and estate confiscation 
suffered by her own father. Thus disliked by her townspeople and 
shrinking from her older and dour husband she was, so-to-speak, 
driven in on herself and her lover. 
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In any event the circumstances were such the train was laid for a 
fearful explosion when accident should apply the spark. 

Please understand I am not attempting to extenuate the woman
for she was guilty-a Scarlet Woman. Having broken the sixth 
of the Ten Commandments she deliberately began to think of break
ing the fifth. 

The liaison went along for some time until finally in the late winter 
of 1778 Bathsheba because of her physical condition (which she alone 
then knew) realized that before long concrete evidence of her con
jugal infidelity would be presented to her husband and the whole 
world. She began to think of ways out. There gradually grew in her 
mind the idea of disposing of her husband. A willful, headstrong, 
impulsive woman, she was not to be brooked in her purpose. 

The evidence I shall now state briefly-some came out in the trial 
but more of it appears in the final confessions made after the convic
tion, and published in the pamphlet by Isaiah Thomas. 

She first tried to work upon her lover Ross to do away with her 
husband. But Ross had a natural disinclination to take a life. She 
talked of poison and other methods with Ross-but he could not be 
moved that far. As her pregnancy advanced she grew more and 
more desperately determined. Realizing that she could never over
come her lover's reluctance to kill, she undertook such a bold and 
open course that her guilt was placed beyond doubt and she involved 
herself and her confederates in complete ruin. 

The situation then was this-Ross would not kill her husband and 
she knew that she never could bring herself personally to take his 
life. The only other way out was to get some coarser-grained indi
viduals who would put the assassination through. 

In those days after the surrender of Burgoyne, British prisoners 
either paroled or absent without leave were often passing through 
Brookfield. Bathsheba through one of her servants got hold of James 
Buchanan and William Brooks who,. as I have stated, were respec
tively a Sergeant and a Private in the British Army. Through her 
potent personal influence-and I must add through bribery-and 
with her servants to help, she was able to keep Buchanan and Brooks 
in and about her barn in Brookfield or the taverns of Brookfield and 
Worcester for two weeks. During that time she was constantly 
endeavoring to stimulate them to the point of disposing of her 
husband. 
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The first scheme that she proposed was that Buchanan and Brooks 
should take Spooner out of his room at night after he retired and 
throw him into the well in the yard. For, as was stated in the con
fession of Buchanan and Brooks, it would then be thought that he had 
fallen in while drawing water in the darkness of the night. But 
Brooks and Buchanan did not feel equal to doing it in this way. 

Then her next idea was that one of the servants in the house was to 
tell her husband that one of the horses was sick and as he came out 
of the barn then Brooks and Buchanan were to kill him and put 
him next to the horse's feet in order► as she said, to make people 
believe when he was found that the horse had with his hoofs acci
dentally killed him. But here again her scheme did not go into 
effect because Brooks and Buchanan could not follow through with 
this idea. 

At last she grew more and more set and bold, and the rather crude 
killing of Joshua Spooner then followed. And we must concede that 
her emotions, her fears, the increasing stress of her physical condi
tion, overwhelmed for the time Bathsheba Spooner and her judgment. 

On the night of March 2, 1778, when Joshua Spooner returned 
from the tavern to his home at 9 :00 P.M. he was knocked down by 
Brooks, who took him by the throat just as Spooner entered his yard. 
Ross and Buchanan then came out of the house but Brooks adminis
tered the lethal blows, and while Bathsheba remained in the house 
all three men put his body in the well head first. 

Naturally after this a curse rested on the well and it fell into 
ruins, but its remains are extant today and can be seen at the scene 
of the tragedy. This was about one-third of a mile from the main 
road in the Village of Brookfield, on the road to Spencer that was 
once called '' the old great road from Springfield to Boston.'' 

"Murder will out "-and this murder "outed" very soon. It was 
soon noted that Spooner was missing. There was snow on the ground 
and the many confused and suspicious tracks about the well led 
searchers to look in and discover the body. Moreover in a tavern in 
Worcester the next evening, two of the murderers, Buchanan and 
Brooks appeared, Brooks wearing some of Spooner 's clothes. Brooks 
got maudlin drunk and called attention to silver buckles he was 
then wearing. It happened these buckles showed the initials of 
Joshua Spooner, J. S., upon them. The four involved were appre
hended at the end of forty-eight hours. 
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In a reaction apparently of repentance at the very violence of 
the deed, Bathsheba admitted her part in the crime. According to 
the witness Cooley at the trial, she said it was all her doings. She 
took all the blame. There is a certain magnanimity of mind in her 
attitude after the murder-say what you will. 

Joshua Spooner, the victim, was buried on March 6, 1778, in 
Brookfield, and on the day of the interment the Rev. Nathan Fiske, 
A.M., Pastor of the Third Church of Brookfield, preached a sermon. 
( This sermon you can find in a contemporary print of the period at 
the Antiquarian Society.) I will merely quote a sentence from it 
when the parson was touching on Bathsheba Spooner, and I quote 
it as further evidence of her background: 

'' This awful catastrophe reads us a solemn lecture upon the in
sufficiency of wealth, or elegant accommodations, or of gaiety and 
greatness of dress, to make people secure in their persons, or con
tented and happy in their minds.'' 

The court trial occurred on April 1, 1778 ( trials were expedited 
in those days) at the County Court House in Worcester then as now 
on the southwest side of the present Lincoln Square. There was a 
technical plea of not guilty. That calm local historian, Lincoln, in 
his history of Worcester speaks ' ' of the public mind as then intensely 
excited.'' We can well believe that the excitement was boiling over. 

Robert Treat Paine, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, 
was the Attorney of the State for the prosecution, and the first Levi 
Lincoln of Worcester ( afterwards Attorney General in Jefferson's 
Cabinet) was assigned by the State as counsel for the prisoners. 
He made the quite customary defense argument of insanity (where 
there is no other defense) and he made a technical argument against 
the alleged confession. The Judges were William Cushing, Chief 
Justice of the State of Massachusetts, and four Associate Justices. 
Judge Cushing afterwards, in 1789, was appointed to the Supreme 
Bench of the United States. The case involved the very highest legal 
and judicial talent of the Commonwealth. 

The trial was before a jury. It took 16 hours and ran on without 
adjournment-as was the custom of the time. During the trial 
Mrs. Spooner manifested complete composure; her demeanor was 
proud and reserved. The complete sanity and guilt of all the 
prisoners was not seriously questioned either by judges or jury. 
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They were found guilty, the four of them, and were sentenced to be 
hanged on the ensuing June 4. They were recommitted to the County 
Jail which was then approximately just a few rods north of where 
the old County Road now called Lincoln Street lets into the present 
Lincoln Square. The last acts of this drama were all staged in the 
shire town of the County, Worcester. 

At this point there steps into the scene of the drama-another 
picturesque figure, another personality-the Rev. Thaddeus Mac
carty. He was the minister of the Old South Church on the Common, 
the only real church of the town at that time. A fine clergyman, 
sympathetic, reasonable, intelligent. We know from contemporary 
evidence what he did and how he felt and thought in regard to the 
case. He preached a sermon the day of the execution which was pub
lished by Isaiah Thomas, and in that contemporary pamphlet ( at the 
Antiquarian Society) is an appendix which is a rather intimate 
statement by the Rev. Maccarty concerning Bathsheba herself. 

Now Thaddeus Maccarty was a very human person (another rea
son he was a good clergyman) and here seemed to be a chance not 
only to do his duty but to inquire into and possibly save the soul of 
an interesting woman involved in a dramatic crime which had 
excited the whole state of Massachusetts. 

Let me now quote from the Reverend gentleman's own statement: 
"I soon visited her after her commitment. At first she was not very 
free to converse upon the subject . . .. She could not be brought to 
acknowledge her guilt or the justice of her sentence until very late 
in the day . . . '' 

Note he also says this: '' She was a person of uncommon fortitude 
of mind. She would indeed sometimes say that she felt more than she 
did or could express.'' 

Now further note this from the clergyman's own statement: 
"Seldom a day passed but I visited her, for which she expressed 
great gratitude.'' 

Bathsheba Spooner being an interesting and indeed a fascinating 
woman, and the clergyman being a sympathetic human being, he 
visited her perhaps more often than her strictly spiritual needs might 
necessitate. Indeed I do not blame him, and I am sure he was the 
envy of many men in that period. 

I will quote just a little further from the Reverend's own state
ment-" Her behavior to all was very polite and pleasant. From the 
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frequent opportunities I had with her, I was led to conceive of her 
as a person naturally of a kind, obliging, generous disposition. But 
she was unhappy-in her first starting out in the world and so left it 
a fatal capital crime.'' 

And Thaddeus Maccarty who saw so much of her-like the five 
judges and the jury-was convinced of her inherent mental sound
ness. 

She then confessed to the clergyman that she was in a state of 
pregnancy. She asked not for any commutation of the death sentence 
but only for its suspension till after the birth of her child. Imme
diately the clergyman took up the question of a respite, a delay of 
execution. Largely because of his influence a respite was granted 
and the execution was formally delayed from June 4 to July 2 by 
action of the Governor's Council-the then controlling body; and 
the Council decreed and ordered the Sheriff of the County to have 
"an examination made by two men midwives ( then so-called), and 
twelve discreet and lawful matrons of the County, all to be first 
duly sworn.'' 

The Order in Council was called a "Writ de Ventre Inspiciendo." 
According to the writ, and I am quoting, "she was to be searched by 
the said matrons in the presence of the said men midwives, --
___ --- --- and certify the truth whether she was quick 
with child or not." 

This examination was made on the 11th of June and the report of 
the two men and the twelve matrons was that she was not quick with 
child. This report did not satisfy her spiritual adviser Thaddeus 
Maccarty, for he was convinced she was telling him the truth. Again 
at his very urgent solicitation another examination was made on 
June 27, just five days before the execution day. This second exami
nation was made by three men midwives, so-called, and three women 
midwives. 

There was a divided report, but a majority-all the three men 
and one of the women-reported on that day, June 27, and I quote: 
'' Although it was the opinion on the examination of ye 11th instant 
that she was not quick with child at that time, yet upon this further 
examination we would inform your Honors, that we must give it as 
our opinion, that we now have reason to think that she is now quick 
with child." 

However, two of the three women midwives presented a minority 
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report sustaining the prior examination and claiming that she was 
not quick with child. It has been said that women generally are 
never quite so sympathetic with women offenders as are the so
called sterner sex. Quaere. At any rate here in this midwives ' minor
ity report is some evidence to that end. 

We must now record that notwithstanding this majority report 
that she was quick with child, the Governor's Council absolutely 
refused to grant any further stay of execution. We must further 
state that Peleg Chandler in his book on the trial emphatically 
maintains that the bitter political differences of the period had much 
to do with this callous, almost inhuman, decision. The woman was 
a pronounced Loyalist, the daughter of a Loyalist so offensive to the 
majority that he was exiled to Nova Scotia, and the whole breed of 
Loyalists was obnoxious to the minds of the controlling Revolution
ary party. I fear there is truth in this statement of historian Peleg 
Chandler. 

Not only the humanities but all laws, ancient and modern, have 
ever decreed a woman quick with child shall never be put to death 
until after the delivery. The execution of a woman in such a condi
tion is a black blot on the escutcheon of any civilized state or 
community. 

So Bathsheba Spooner and the three men awaited in jail the execu
tion date, July 2, 1778-but five days away. 

At this point in our tale let us examine the Massachusetts Spy of 
the period to get further light on the times and on the public interest 
in the case. There appeared in the Massachusetts Spy of June 25, 
1778, eight days before the execution date, the following official 
advertisement : 

'' The selectmen of the Town of Worcester, taking into considera
tion the large concourse of people who will probably attend the 
execution of the unhappy persons under sentence of death here, and 
also that there are several hospitals in this county for the reception 
of persons having the small pox, DO, in behalf of the Public, caution 
and request all Physicians and Nurses, concerned in such Hospitals, 
and persons lately having had the small-pox, not to appear in the 
assembly of spectators unless sufficiently Cleansed. Otherwise their 
attendance may prove fatal to many, and render the execution, which 
is intended for a warning and benefit of All, a public detriment. 

By order of the Selectmen, 
William Stearns, Town Clerk.'' 
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Then dawned the fateful July 2, 1778, the day of the execution, 
the hanging, or, as it was then called, the "turning off." ( The 
phrase referred to the turning off from the scaffold.) 

About noon that day the Rev. Thaddeus Maccarty, in the custom 
of the period, preached an execution sermon at the Old South Church 
in the presence of the three male prisoners and an audience doubtless 
overflowing the church. It was just the occasion for a good preacher, 
like Maccarty-when evil examples could be shown and good morals 
could be drawn. No harm could come to anyone from a perusal of 
that sermon in that pamphlet at the Antiquarian Society. 

But Mrs. Spooner remained in jail, she could not go to the church. 
The Clergyman himself in his appendix attached to that printed 
sermon states-'' Mrs. Spooner having undergone a second examina
tion a few days before her execution, and being thereby greatly 
disordered, was not able to attend the sermon that day.'' 

After the sermon was over the three male prisoners were escorted 
back to the jail, and Maccarty went with them for a last visit to the 
woman. He says of her, '' She appeared very calm and humble and 
penitent-she readily consented to be baptized; she was so immedi
ately-as but a few moments remained before she must go forth. 
The scene was solemn and affecting." We can well believe it. The 
good parson did more than baptize her before the execution-he 
drove her to the place of the execution in his own chaise. The three 
male prisoners marched on foot. 

The place of the execution was not near the jail but approximately 
where Washington Square is now located. The authorities deemed 
it advisable to have the "turning off" held somewhat outside the 
then established streets of the town where there was plenty of space 
for the milling multitude they knew would attend. All executions 
were then public and the Town and County came to this one attracted 
by the spectacular crime and the high position and unusual person
ality of Bathsheba Spooner. 

Half past two in the afternoon of that fateful July 2, 1778, showed 
on the town clocks. Now let us call on an eye witness, an actual 
eye witness of that hanging that day. His statement is recorded 
in the Massachusetts Spy of July 6, 1778. This is not hearsay, not 
something dribbled down through family gossip and tradition-but 
eye witness stuff recorded at the time. There is drama in it that 
fiction cannot surpass. 
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I now quote from the Massachusetts Spy of the said date: 

'' On the 2nd ultimo were executed in this Town, James Buchanan, 
Ezra Ross, William Brooks, and Bathsheba Spooner, late of Brook
field. At about half past two in the afternoon, the criminals were 
brought out of prison and conducted to the place of execution, under 
a guard of about a hundred men. The three male prisoners went on 
foot, Mrs. Spooner was carried in a chaise, as she had been for a 
number of days exceedingly unwell. The procession was regular and 
solemn. Just before they reached the place of execution a black 
thunder cloud arose and darkened the Heavens; here followed an 
awful half hour! The loud hallooings of the Officers, amidst a crowd 
of five thousand, to MAKE WAY! MAKE WAY! The horses 
pressing upon those on foot; the malefactors slowly advancing to the 
fatal tree, and preceded by their dismal urns. 

'' The fierce corufications athwart the darkened horizon, quickly 
followed by loud peals of thunder, conspired together, and produced 
a dreadful scene of horror! It seemed as if the author of nature was 
determined to add such terrors to the punishment of the criminals 
as must stagger the stoutest heart of the most abandoned. While the 
sheriff was reading the death warrant, Buchanan, Brooks, and Ross 
were on the stage; Mrs. Spooner being excessively feeble, was per
mitted to lie in the chaise; she heard the warrant read with as much 
calmness as she would the most indifferent matter; she was fre
quently seen to bow to many of the spectators with whom she had 
been acquainted. 

"When called on to ascend the stage, with a gentle smile she 
stepped out of the chaise and crept up the ladder. The halters were 
fastened, the malefactors pinioned, and their faces covered, the 
sheriff -informed them that he should drop the stage immediately; 
upon which Mrs. Spooner took him by the hand and said, '' My dear 
sir! I am ready! In a little time I expect to be in bliss; and a few 
years must elapse when I hope I shall see you and my other friends 
again.'' They all were calm and almost smiled at the approach of 
death, considering the king of terrors but as a kind messenger to 
introduce them to the regions of eternal joys.'' · 

Thus wrote an eye witness in the Massachusetts Spy of the day. 
It surely was the Editor Isaiah Thomas himself who wrote that 
description for his own newspaper. Without the slightest doubt he 
was there with everybody else in that crowd of five thousand. That 
number is more than twice the population of Worcester of that period. 
No such crowd had ever assembled before in Worcester-they came 
from all over the State. It is not perhaps inaccurate to say that it was 
not until several decades afterward that such a number of people 
ever again assembled in this town. 
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We can picture the scene as Isaiah Thomas or his reporter saw it 
and recorded it at the time. Was there ever in Worcester before or 
since such a dramatic, emotional, harrowing, public spectacle 1 For 
it was a carefully planned public event. The pomp and circumstance 
of the procession from the jail through the streets to the execution 
point; the three condemned men marching on foot preceded by a 
cart carrying their coffins; followed by the good clergyman convey
ing in his chaise Bathsheba Spooner at his side-watching over her; 
the hundred militiamen struggling to open a way through the 
crowds ; Bathsheba so worn by all the circumstances she could only 
creep upon the stage or scaffold; but when she got there standing 
with verve and dignity giving a farewell nod to her acquaintances 
pressing closer to watch her die at the rope's end, and finally the 
startling thunder storm intensifying the awful drama of the occasion. 

There was indeed drama for you-drama enacted in real life 
right down there by Washington Square in this City-drama that 
pales any movie scene this narrator has ever seen. A mob scene it 
was-with our own forebears and predecessors in it-gathered to 
see the kill. Let us not throw figurative stones at the men and 
women who so eagerly flocked around that historic guillotine in 
P aris in the French Revolution. 0 Tempora, 0 Mores! 

But this chapter of local history is not yet quite closed. Almost 
immediately after the execution and pursuant to her final request, 
the body of Bathsheba Spooner was opened and they found a per
fectly formed male foetus in the quick in the body. The evidence 
on that is absolutely indisputable. The feeble little life must have 
been snuffed out almost at once. 

So we come to the finis of this early Worcester drama. The case 
had, as stated in the beginning, its several angles, a political angle, 
a medical angle, a criminal jurisprudence angle, and it certainly had 
its human interest side. 

And so there was hanged by the neck until she was dead Bath
sheba Spooner of gentle birth and breeding, a relation by marriage 
of my family, a relation by blood to some of the outstanding people 
in this town and state: the only woman ever executed in the history 
of Worcester County. 

"The wages of sin are death "-yes, true, but today in all proba
bility Bathsheba Spooner would have been spared the gallows or the 
chair. There would have been a prison term. We may surmise no 
jury of males today would haYe sent her to her death. 
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Bathsheba's body was turned over to her sister, Mrs. John Green. 
The John Greens then lived on, and owned, the great estate which is 
now Green Hill Park ( afterwards given by the Green family to the 
City for a Public Park) . The family naturally was grief-stricken and 
thoroughly ashamed of the whole episode and sought to forget it as 
soon as possible. So her body was buried quickly and quietly by them 
in a grave somewhere in that Green Hill estate. The grave was never 
marked and every effort was made to blot from mind and sight the 
whole tragedy. But Bathsheba Spooner's body still lies there up in 
Green Hill Park in a location unknown to anyone now alive. 

Doubtless many happy lovers strolling about that Park in these 
days pass unwittingly over her poor bones. And perhaps on the night 
of every July 2, the anniversary of her execution, her ghost still flits 
about the Park still looking for some of that happiness that was 
denied her in her life. 



WALTER DAVIDSON 

A l\'IEMORIAL 

Read before the Worcester Historical Society by Professor 
Zelotes W. Coombs, at the Annual Meeting, June 9, 1939 -

Walter Davidson, a member of this Society since July, 1888, its 
efficient Secretary since December, 1891, died in Worcester, March 
13, 1939. 

Born in West Auburn, Massachusetts, in 1852, son of William 
and Judith (Holman) Davidson, he had made Worcester his home 
for more than seventy years. He entered the employ of the Barn
ard, Sumner & Putnam Company of this city, in 1870, and served 
continuously with this company, until his retirement in March, 
1937. He was for many years manager of the department of flan
nels, linings, and similar piece goods in that firm. 

Mr. Davidson retired from his position as Secretary of the So
ciety, June 12, 1931. In the meantime, the old Worcester Society 
of Antiquity had become the Worcester Historical Society. At the 
time of his retirement as Secretary, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopted at the Annual Meeting, June 12, 1931: 

RESOLUTION 

'' At the Annual Meeting of the Worcester Historical Society, 
held Friday, June 12, 1931, Secretary Walter Davidson made 
known his desire to be relieved of further service in that office, 
which he had filled so acceptably for nearly forty years. This deci
sion on his part was received by the members present with pro
found regret, and several spoke feelingly of Mr. Davidson's long 
and faithful service. It was then moved, and numerously seconded, 
that the Worcester Historical Society accepts with deep regret 
Secretary Davidson's decision to serve no longer as Secretary, that 
it extends to him its sincere thanks and deep appreciation of his 
long and faithful service, and that it wishes him in the future all 
success and happiness.'' 

This motion was adopted by a rising vote. 
Walter Davidson served this Society long and faithfully. A 

quiet man, he had a wide circle of friends who appreciated his fine 
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qualities and who were devoted to him. He was deeply interested 
in historical and genealogical matters, and was an authority on Old 
Worcester, and on many phases of the development of the city. 
As Secretary of this Society he was most efficient, rarely, if ever, 
missing a meeting. The Society owes him a debt for what he did, 
and this Memorial is a brief but fitting tribute to the man, for what 
he was, for the services that he rendered. 



WORCESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

Report of the Executive Director of the Worcester Historical 
Society at the Annual Meeting of June 9, 1939 

As I start to write this report the sentence from Gray's "Elegy" 
comes to my mind, '' The short but simple annals of the poor.'' 
Poor we may be, yet as we look back on the year just past we can 
see that much has been accomplished and plans laid for work ahead 
of us. Our annals are not so short. 

One of our functions is to receive, care for, and display objects 
of local historic interest which may be donated or loaned to this 
Society. During the past year we have received one hundred and 
fifty donations of this kind and they have varied in size, interest, 
and value. Among larger things are the old Chickering piano now 
in the hall, the lovely hall clock, nine and one-half feet high, now 
in the Worcester Room and the winnowing machine in the base
ment. Our most interesting curio was a fine large kaleidoscope 
which has attracted much attention. The varied designs it displays 
are a source of constant wonder. A framed tintype measuring 
eleven by thirteen inches is considered rare and valuable, dating 
as it does from 1871. Rare and curious, too, _are the wooden box 
and the jadeite beads from the Mayan City of Chichen-Itza, 
brought back to this city years ago by a native son and given to us 
by his surviving sisters. Other things, from bleeding knives to 
bullets, from sugar tongs to samplers, too numerous to mention, :find 
their way into our well-filled show cases, to make them richer fields 
of exploration for our visitors. Our old records, too, frequently 
mention items which have been long misplaced. Search brings 
them to light at times, so that now we have prominently displayed 
an antique toy railroad train nearly a century old and the wooden 
mortar and pestle of Elder Brewster brought over by him on the 
Mayflower. 

In the museum we have made space by taking horizontal case 
displays and rearranging them in wall cases. Window space has 
been utilized for two added displays, one of old wall paper, the 
other of Indian oddities. The objects are thus better displayed, 
but in addition they lend warmth and color as well as decoration 
to the museum as a whole. By the addition of another case, our inter-
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esting collection of dolls has been adequately displayed. Rear
rangement of pictures is gradually bringing together into groups 
those which are related in subject or period. We aim to make the 
museum more attractive to visitors and members, and to display 
our many treasures as well as possible in our limited space. 

Our library, as you know, is limited to local publications, local 
subjects, and the output of our local authors. Thus we receive 
regularly a local newspaper in the Sunday edition, the annual pub
lications of the local schools and colleges as well as their monthly 
editions of their several papers. Some of the churches and societies 
send us regularly their booklets for file. Then, too, we are in re
ceipt of the publications of the National and several State Histori
cal Societies as they are issued either monthly or quarterly. Gov
ernmental books through the Smithsonian Institution are furnished 
as well. The Downes Fund enables us to pick up,. as available, 
out-of-print or little-known books of local authors. These trickle 
in at the rate of about a dozen a year. This fund also allows the 
acquisition of books on collectors' subjects, by the Director, for office 
use. 

We have also a historical file in which I wish to interest all of 
you because of its eventual historical value to the whole commu
nity. In it we place any article, paper, thesis, or photograph of 
local historical events, ancient or modern, such as, for example, The 
Bathsheba Spooner Case or the visit here in 1848 of the Congress
man from Illinois, .Abraham Lincoln. In addition are filed articles 
related to any of the things found in our collection, such as the 
Nipmuck Indians, Sandwich Glass, or Old Cooper Shops. Thus 
eventually we hope to have a collection of historical information 
which will be of great value. 

The Society continues to serve the public. Our visitors this year 
have numbered about 3000. In the month of March we had our 
greatest number, 386, and the month of examinations, May, gave us 
only 136 visitors. They have come from Europe, .Asia, and far 
away New Zealand. Indeed the Chinaman and New Zealander 
were nice enough to write to us expressing their happy recollections 
of the afternoon spent in the Worcester Historical Society. We are 
constantly surprised at the many adult visitors, natives of the city, 
who come in for the first time and then express surprise at what 
they see on exhibition. Our relations with the public schools re-
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main most cordial. Each year the history clubs of the different 
high schools plan an afternoon with us, for which we usually pro
vide a historical hunt of one type or another. The preparatory and 
grade schools are using the museum more and more. Several social 
and lodge groups have come to rely on a pleasant evening during 
the winter in the Society's rooms. 

The Director wishes to testify to the cordial relationship existing 
between this Society and other institutions of culture in the city. 
He feels that the past year has been a most pleasant one and that 
the Historical Society has continued to serve the community in its 
own special field. 



I" 

MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY DURI G THE 

SEASON 1938-1939 

In accordance with the usual custom, the first meeting of the 
Society for the season of 1938-1939, was held in connection with 
the fall meeting of the Worcester County Historical Society, the 
date being Saturday, October eighth. The meeting took place at 
the rooms of the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, fol
lowed by an inspection of the John Woodman Higgins Museum, at 
Greendale. Here Mr. Higgins served the visitors with lunch, a 
courtesy greatly appreciated. 

During the afternoon the rooms of the vV orcester Historical So
ciety were opened, and many of the visitors availed themselves of 
the opportunity to inspect the Museum. Officers of the Society 
were present to welcome the visitors, and to act as guides. 

This joint meeting took the place of the regular October meeting 
of the Worcester Historical Society. 

At the regular Nov.ember meeting, Friday evening, the eight
eenth, Dr. Albert Farnsworth presented a paper on "New England 
Stone Walls and Cellar Holes.'' 

The January meeting took place Friday evening, the thirteenth, 
and Executive Director Captain Cross, spoke on " Daguerreotypes 
and Ambrotypes,'' illustrating the address with examples from the 
extensive collection of the Society. Many members had brought in 
specimens, and these added much to the interest of the evening. 

The speaker at the F ebruary meeting, Friday evening, the tenth, 
was Mr. Nathan Rice, whose paper treated of " Dr. Paine's and 
Other Grist Mills.'' At this meeting a collection of Currier and 
Ives prints was shown, and the clock formerly in Brinley Hall was 
on exhibition. 

At the March meeting, Friday evening, the tenth, the speaker 
was Mr. C. C. F erguson, his subject being '' Early New England 
Indians, as Revealed by their Lithic Artifacts.'' This address was 
illustrated by an exceptionally fine exhibit of specimens from the 
collection of Mr. F erguson and from that of the Society. 

The April meeting was held on the evening of Friday, the 
fourteenth, the speaker Mr. Chandler Bullock, discussing "Bath
sheba Spooner, the First and Only Woman H anged for Murder in 
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Worcester County.'' This subject was of especial interest at this 
time in view of the recent publication of ' ' The General 's Lady,'' by 
Mrs. Esther Forbes Hoskins of Worcester, this novel dealing with 
certain phases of the famous Bathsheba Spooner case. 

The May meeting, Friday evening, the twelfth, was addressed by 
Mr. Edward F. Coffin, his subject being '' Some Historical Facts 
about ' Tory' John Murray and His Family." This paper supple
mented a paper read before the Society of Antiquity some years 
ago by Mr. Burton W. Potter, giving much additional material. 

The Annual Meeting was held Friday evening, June ninth. At 
this meeting President Cunningham delivered his annual address, 
the report of the Executive Director, Captain Cross, was read by 
Mrs. Cross, in the absence of Captain Cross, detained by illness. 

The Nominating Committee, Messrs. C. T. Tatman, R. K. Shaw, 
and Mrs. Edith Nye, presented its report, nominating for President, 
Mr. Zelotes W. Coombs; for Vice-Presidents, Mr. John W. Hig
gins, Mrs. Arthur W. Marsh, Mr. Edward F. Coffin; for Secretary, 
Mr. Ripley P. Bullen; for Treasurer, Mr. Dwight S. Pierce; for 
Executive Committee, in addition to the officers named above, Mrs. 
William T. Forbes, Dr. Albert Farnsworth; for Finance Commit
tee, Mr. Chandler Bullock, the other members, Messrs. Ramsdell 
and Mackintire, holding over. These nominees were elected by 
ballot. 

It may be noted that the Worcester Historical Society joined 
with the Worcester County Historical Society in its annual spring 
outing, held at Lancaster, Saturday, June tenth. Some eighty were 
present, the gathering taking place in the Unitarian Church, where 
an address was given by Rev. Frederick Weis. Visits were then 
made to several cemeteries, to the famous bird museum, and to 
various historical spots. Luncheon was at the Wilder Community 
House. Numerous guides were at hand, and they explained the 
historical spots and gave historical details. After the visit at Lan
caster many went to Harvard to inspect the Sears Museums, Fruit
lands, etc. 

The regular meetings of the Worcester Historical Society were 
all held at the rooms of the Society, 39 Salisbury Street. The 
average attendance at the meetings was thirty-eight. 

l 






